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Increased coastal erosion 

Impacts of rising seas on the environment and coasts:    

Saltwater intrusion into Virginia’s marshland  

Increased damage from storm surges 
Increased frequency 

of tidal flooding 



church built 1902 
 Norfolk Museum of Arts & Sciences 1933 
Chrysler Museum of Art since 1971 

Today… 

When the church was constructed mean water 
level was ~1.5 foot lower than today…  

museum                                                                       church 



 flood walls protect downtown Norfolk from flooding  

flood gate flood wall 
pumping station 

 but most residential neighborhoods are 
still not protected  



Raising houses in flood-prone streets of Norfolk  
Cost: ~$100,000 per house Repetitive flood damage claims in Norfolk: 

(source: Norfolk City Planning Dept.) 
2009- ~200 claims 
2011- ~750 claims 
2012- ~900 claims 





(SLR=4.5 mm/y) Today: ~10 full days 
of flooding per year 

2050: ~60 full days 
of flooding per year 

Until the 1970s: total of ~1 day 
of flooding per year 



Local sea level rise (SLR) is the result of several processes: 

thermal expansion 
melting ice sheets & glaciers 

volume change 

Glacial Isostatic Adjustment 
(GIA), Groundwater 

extraction, hydrology, 
geology, etc. 

 

Gulf Stream, Atlantic Meridional   
Overturning Circulation (AMOC), North 
Atlantic Oscillations (NAO), El-Nino, etc. 

• Global Sea Rise 

• Land Motion 

• Oceanic & Atmospheric 
 Dynamics 

least understood 



March 18, 2018 



How can ocean currents affect coastal sea level? 
Sea level is not level: ocean currents  sea level slope                              

(Earth rotation is in action!!!) 

The Gulf Stream keeps sea level on the US East Coast ~1-1.5 m (3-5 feet) lower 
than water offshore  variations in GS strength or position will affect SL. 
 
In warmer climate the Atlantic Ocean circulation is expected to weaken 
If the Gulf Stream slows down  sea level on the US coast could rise!!!    

~1m 

~100km Atlantic Meridional 
Overturning Circulation 

(AMOC) 



Decadal variations of sea level from tide gauge stations  
Why do stations in different locations show the same pattern?  

SL
 (m

) 

Decline in Gulf 
Stream strength 

since 2004 

Sea Level 

Chesapeake Bay 

Atlantic Coast 

Correlation between 
change in GS and SL: 

R=-0.85  



Hurricane Joaquin 
(9/30/2015) 

1m sea-lev anomaly  

weak Florida Current  anomaly  

Sep-Oct 2015: severe flooding on the southeast 
US coast: a combination of Hurricane Joaquin, 
Nor’easter and weakening Gulf Stream 

“Clear-Day Flooding” 
 in Norfolk, VA 

Hurr . GS  coastal SL 



50% drop in the Gulf Stream flow!   

2-weeks of high  
water and flooding  

Hurricane Matthew 



Several days after Hurricane Matthew disappeared, coastal sea level remained high 
(especially in the Chesapeake Bay) 



Note that because sea level 
remained higher than normal for 
several days after Hurricane 
Matthew, the floods from the 
heavy rain could not be drained!  





Flood monitoring sensor 

Norfolk, September 9, 2018 



Green Stream water level sensors in Virginia Beach during Hurricane Florence 

Brock Center 

Asheville Park 

Lotus Creek 

TIDES 

WIND 

RAIN 

[more sensors are 
operated by USGS] 



Catawba River 
North Carolina 

7 feet 

Rainfall 
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